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INVOLVING PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS.
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(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We obtain the leading asymptotic behaviour as e —► 0+ of the

exponentially small imaginary part of the "eigenvalue" of the perturbed non-

self-adjoint problem comprising y"(x) + (X + ex2) y(x) = 0 with a linear ho-
mogeneous boundary condition at x = 0 and an "outgoing wave" condition

as x —> +00 . The problem is a generalization of a model equation for optical

tunnelling considered by Paris and Wood [10]. We show that this "eigenvalue"

corresponds to a pole in the Titchmarsh-Weyl function m(k) for the corre-

sponding formally self-adjoint problem with L2(0, oo) boundary condition.

Introduction

Let e > 0 and h by a positive constant. We consider the problem of finding

the imaginary part of the eigenvalue X of the differential equation

(1.1) y"(x) + (X + ex2)y(x) = 0    on (0, oo)

with

y'(0) + hy(0) = 0,

together with the condition that y(x) has a controlling behaviour exp(ip(x))

as x —► +oo for some positive real-valued function p(x). There is a unique

function /a(x) with this property. We determine it by the Liouville-Green ap-

proximation. This seeks the controlling behaviour of the solution as x —» +oo

via the substitution y(x) = e,ip(x), which yields the result p(x) = jg'^x2 for

this problem. We may write this boundary condition in a Wronskian format

more familiar in spectral theory as

lim W\y(X),eL^ßxl] = 0.
X-.00

It is easy to show that the unperturbed eigenvalue is at X = -h2 and that

the perturbed eigenvalue problem is not self-adjoint because of the form of the
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boundary condition at infinity; the proof follows the same lines as §3 of [10].

The simpler equation with potential ex instead of ex2 was studied by Paris

and Wood [10] as a model equation for optical tunnelling arising from work

by Kath and Kriegsmann [3]. In that application, the imaginary part of the

perturbed eigenvalue represents the rate at which energy leaks out of the core

of bent fibre optics waveguides; for details see Kath and Kriegsmann [3]. The

boundary condition at infinity for (1.1) arises from the outgoing wave condition.

Certain technical difficulties with Stokes' discontinuities (see Berry [2] and Olver

[8]) were encountered in [10] where the imaginary part of the eigenvalue was

found to be

Im A
-2h2

exp
-4aV

3e

compared to the eigenvalue itself

(1.2) A~-*2-5-iF + 0<£3>

as s

as s

0+,

0 +

Thus we are in an area of exponential asymptotics described by Meyer [6].

The physical problem treated in [3] and [10] essentially is one of radiation
damping. This is a difficult area of transcendental asymptotics that has yet to be

given a satisfactory general treatment, even for ordinary differential equations.

For a different analysis of another ordinary differential equation arising in the
theory of surface waves trapped by round islands of small seabed slope, see the

paper by Lozano and Meyer [5]. In their case, the equation is too complicated

to treat using special functions, and they become involved with the details of

connecting WKB solutions across transition points. Our result relies on finding

an exact solution of ( 1.1 ) in terms of functions whose exponential asymptotics

may be constructed from known results.

We shall prove in this paper that similar exponentially small phenomena

occur for the equation (1.1) and that

(1.3) Im A ~ -2/A2exp
-h2n

2v^J
as e -, 0 +

This result will be established by two different methods. For both, a knowledge

of the asymptotics of the parabolic cylinder function will be required. These

results are assembled in §2, where we also establish exponentially improved

asymptotics of a quotient of gamma functions.

The direct method in §3 clearly follows the development in [10]. Knowledge

of the asymptotics of the parabolic cylinder functions enables us to construct a

linear combination of such solutions that satisfies the outgoing wave condition at

infinity. Insertion of this combination in the boundary condition at the origin,

if manipulated with due respect for the exponentially small terms, yields the

expression (1.3).

The complex number X obtained by the direct method is an eigenvalue in

the sense that the differential equation (1.1) possesses a nontrivial solution sat-

isfying both boundary conditions when this value of X is taken. It has no

direct interpretation in operator theory. To provide a more abstract setting for

this result, we must go to quantum mechanics and the theory of resonances or

"pseudo-eigenvalues" as found in the opening chapter of Reed and Simon [11].
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These resonances correspond to poles of the Titchmarsh-Weyl m(X) func-

tion situated just below the negative real axis; for a classical treatment see

Titchmarsh [13, Chapter XX], although the word "resonance" is not mentioned

there. It is shown in a separate paper by the second and third authors [4] that,
for a more general class of potentials including (1.1), the complex eigenvalues

of the non-self-adjoint problem here correspond to the resonance poles of the

self-adjoint problem where the outgoing wave condition is replaced by an L2

boundary condition at +00. Accordingly, in §4, we construct the m(X) func-

tion using results in [12, Chapter IV] and determine its pole approximated by

(1.3).

2. Some asymptotic prerequisities

In this section we construct a suitable fundamental set of solutions for ( 1.1 )

in terms of Weber parabolic cylinder functions and give their asymptotic ex-

pansions. We also obtain exponentially improved asymptotics for a quotient of

gamma functions that will be required in §3. If in (1.1) we make the transfor-

mations z = e1*2îE*x and a = \e~xl2iX,we obtain the equation

d2v
(2.1) -¿ = ia + \z2)y

with boundary condition

r*, <w ^-.1 i-dyiO)
(2.2) e?<22£4   y     +AÏp(0) = 0

and the same "outgoing wave" condition at infinity (but note that z —> ooe'*/4

as x —> +00 ). It will be convenient to work with both the solution sets

U(a, z), V(a, z), and Whittaker's parabolic cylinder functions D^a-x¡2(z),

Da-ißi-iz) (see Abramowitz and Stegun [1, p. 687]) that are related by the

formula

(2.3) Uia,z) = D_a_x/2iz).

Uia, z) is Weber's parabolic cylinder function defined as the solution of (2.1)

with leading behaviour

(2.4) Uia, z)~z-a-l2e~zll*

as z —> 00 in the sector containing the positive real axis. Via, z) is then

defined by

(2.5) Via, z) = -Ti^ + a){isinna)Uia, z) + Uia, -z)}.

For fixed a and large \z\, we see from [8] that

(2.6) Uia, z)~z-a-¿e-x[l + Oi\z\-2)],        \argz\ < 3ir/4,

while from the connection formulae between C/(a,±z) and C/(-a, ±iz) (see

[1]) it can easily be seen that

Uia, -z) ~ e'M{a+ï>z-a-ïe — [1 + 0(|z|-2)]

(2.7) +r/i*    za-ie^[l + Oi\z\-2)],        0<argz<^.
Fij + a) 2
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These results enable us to construct the following "outgoing wave" solution from

the fundamental solutions £/(a, z) and Via, z),

(2.8) y(z) = ir(i + a)[U(a, -z) - iei7iaU(a, z)].

Although this solution ensures that the leading terms associated with e~z Ia

cancel and that we have an "outgoing wave" solution to leading behaviour, it is

not obvious what happened to lower terms in e~z /4 . This can be resolved by

means of the connection formula

(2.9) U(a, -z) = -jßLv*(!-i>w_flj -iz)-e2i*U-tiUia, z)
Ti\ + a)

which reduces (2.8) to

y(z) = (-)x/2e±in{{a-^U(-a, -iz),
71

where the asymptotic expansion U(-a, -iz) contains terms involving only

ez I* as z —» oo in 0 < arg z < 7r/2.

We observe that the equation with potential ex2 differs from that with po-

tential ex considered in [10] in that it is not necessary to use the results of

Berry [2] and Olver [9] in the neighbourhood of Stokes lines.

The second objective in this section is to derive exponentially improved

asymptotic expansions for a quotient of gamma functions as z —► oo close

to the negative imaginary axis. The result (5.02) of Olver [7] contains only al-

gebraic terms and is insufficiently precise for our purposes in §§3, 4. We shall

derive the result for this required special case T(| + z)/T(| + z), although the

method holds for T(a + z)/T(ß + z) for any a, ß £ W such that a + ß = 1.

By the reflection formula, we may rearrange the quotient as

ÍF(¿ + z)r(I-z) sin tt(I-z).
m+z)  n

Writing z — iy, y £ ¿% and using the result T(z) = Y(z),

nL4 + z)   i

ñíT7)-ñ^
^-1 = -\n\ + iy)\2sinnig-iy)

_L   71

^ -i\y\-V2e-x\y\{eix(i/4-iy) _ e-W/4-iy)}   as |y| _> «,

on employing Stirling's approximation. For y — \y\ (z = i\y\) we find that

<2-10) ^i±^Z-'/2(l+A>2'-),
r(| + s)

while for y = -\y\ iz = -i\y\),

(2.11) gi^-z-^l-Ae-2'-).
m+z)

Higher order real and imaginary terms could be obtained by using the full series

expansion in Stirling's formula.
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This result is also valid in a small sector to the right of the imaginary axis.

To see this, let z = iy + ô , where ô - 0(e~2n^). Using Taylor's expansion

about ô = 0, we have

where, as usual, y/ denotes the logarithmic derivative of F. By means of the
expansion [1, p. 259],

y/iz) ~ logz - l/2z - ... ,      as z -, oo in|argz| < n,

(2.12) may be reduced to

n\ + iz + ô)) _ ra + z) r    is       2
T(¡ + (z + S))-fiJT7)[l + 2y- + 0^\

But iô/2y is 0(e~2jl^/\y\), which may be neglected in (2.11). Thus (2.11)
remains valid when z is replaced by z + ô for sufficiently small ô . This will

be adequate for our purposes in later sections. The question of exponential
improvement of Olver's result (5.02) for general z remains open and will be

addressed elsewhere.

3. The direct method for the non-self-adjoint problem

Now we substitute the outgoing wave solution (2.8) of the transformed dif-

ferential equation (2.1) into the transformed boundary condition at the origin

(2.2) to obtain

(3.1) e*2h<{-U'(a, 0) - ie'anU'ia, 0))} + h{U{a, 0) - ieiartUia, 0)} = 0,

which we rearrange as

(3.2)
Uja,0) _ e$2h*jl + ieian)

U'(a,0)~      h(l-ie>a«)

which becomes

(3.3)
r(+ + f) _     2efe\(l + ieian)

r(! + f)~        h{\-ieia*)

on inserting the values of the parabolic cylinder function and its derivatives at

the origin in (19.3.5) of [1]. Recall from (2.1) that a = \e~xI2íX. It can be
shown by a process of regular perturbation, similarly to (1.2), that

(3.4) ^-e-JL-^-^ + Oie')

and that the coefficient of every power e",  n £JV is real.

We conclude that Im A << e" for all n £ yV, and hence Im A must be

transcendentally small as e -» 0+. It follows that a —> —toó as e —► 0+, in
such a way as to be able to apply the exponentially improved approximation

(2.11) to the left-hand side of (3.3). We find that

m + §)  /0N-1/2

ni+f)
//jx-l/Z

(D       (l-ie-,an)    ase-^0 + .
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Hence
2„/»/4„l/4l + "?'''

ie ex]

S)

1 - tV* '

which, on factoring out the exponentially large term e'an , gives

-1/2        2<?"r/4e'/4

/a(1 -Mi--""1) '

and hence
ian\2

a ~
h2(l + ie-'an)

2iy/E

Remembering that a = is~x/2iX, where X is approximated by (3.4), yields

A1 + 2/exp
TtX

\_2ji
}}-h2{ 1 + 2/exp

-ith

2sß

21

Thus

(3.5)
- r , ■

Im A-2h exp -7i/a /2y/s

4. Computation of the m (A) function

as e 0 +

As mentioned in the introduction, it is established in [4], for a general class

of potentials, that the nonreal eigenvalues of the non-self-adjoint problem (1.1)

correspond to the resonance poles of the associated self-adjoint problem with

the usual L2(0, oo) boundary condition. This result is true in general provided

that the L2(0, oo) solution in either the upper or lower halfplane in A may

be shown to correspond uniquely to the outgoing wave solution. The proof is

based on the work of Weyl and Titchmarsh; it uses the fact that the eigenvalues

of the self-adjoint problem are given by the poles of the Green's function, which

in turn correspond to the poles of the Titchmarsh-Weyl function m(X).

The perturbed self-adjoint problem does not admit eigenvalues, but it has a

continuous spectral on the real axis (see [13, Chapter 20]). The poles of the

perturbed ata (A) function are interpreted as resonances in the sense that they

correspond to regions of high spectral density; for details see [11, Chapter 12].

To follow the theory of [ 13], we write the constant given in ( 1.1 ) as h — cot a.

Define fundamental solutions 0(x, A, e), í>(x, A, e) of

(4.1)

by

y" + (X + ex2)y = 0,        xe(0,oo)

8(0) = cosa,        e'(0) = sina,

0(0) = sina,        O'(0) = -cosa.

Titchmarsh-Weyl theory assures us that a solution which is L2(0, oo) in ImA >

0 and ImA < 0 is given by

*F(x, A, e) = 6(x, X, e) + m (A, e)<P(x, A, e).

Knowledge of the asymptotics of the parabolic cylinder function given in §2

enables us to construct this miX, e) function as follows. We observe that,

because there is a continuous spectrum on the real axis, the miX, e) functions
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will be different in the upper and lower half-planes; in what follows we take,

miX, e) to be the Titchmarsh-Weyl function for ImA > 0. Because we are

in the Titchmarsh limit-point case, we know that the L2(0, oo) solution is

unique to a multiplicative constant. A fundamental set for the equation (4.1 ) is

given by the parabolic cylinder functions I>   _i(z), D    A-iz) where, as in
2 2

(2.1), a = jS~iX, z = e'*2?E4X. Denote their Wronskian by wiX, e) ; this is

independent of z by the Abel-Liouville formula, and we shall find it convenient

to evaluate it at z = 0. Then it is easy to construct the fundamental solutions

0(z, A, e), 0(z, A, e) as

caj(A, e)6(z, A, e) = {e^e^2^ sinaDa_i(0) + icosaD'_l(0)}D_a_l(z)
2 2 2

+ {cosaDi_a_i(0)-e^e^2^sinaD_u_i(0)}Da_!(-Az),

w(X, e)3>(z, A, e) = {AsinaD^_,(0) -e^2LeT12T1cosaD_(2_i(0)}Z)_a_i(z)

+ {sinaZ>^a_,(0) + f^£T2T cosaZ)_a_1/2(0)}Da_i(-Az).

From the asymptotic behaviour of [/(a, z) in (2.4), recalling that D_a_i =

i7(a, z), we observe that

Da_H_i2)~e^i-ïz)°-l

exp ~\fex
i-"-"»   i

(é>~V2e*x) 2v/ï    i

where we have written X = p + iv, n,v £¿% . We see that for v = ImA > 0,

the solution Da_A-iz) is in L2(0, oo) as a function of x and is of outgoing

wave form. Thus the eigenvalues of the non-self-adjoint problem (1.1) corre-

spond to the resonance poles of am (A, e). It remains to construct m (A, e) by

combining 8(z, A, e) and <I>(z, A, e) so as to obtain a multiple of the L2

solution Da_x/ii-iz). This leads to the choice

aaa(A, e) = --
{e~re—2t sinaDfl_i(0) + i cosaD'_, (0)}

!

{isinaD'aliO)-e — e—2~ cos aDa_ i i0)}

and we obtain
— in     — 1 ä — 1   _. /       •    \

y(z,A,e)=-^£TV;   V

The resonance poles correspond to poles of the m (A, e) function that are ob-

tained from

isinaD^AO) - e-^e^2^ cosaDa_i(0) = 0,

which reduces to

, Uja,0)      e^2h*il + ieian)

( ' ' U'ia,0) ~       hil-ieia")

This is exactly the eigen-relation (3.2) obtained by the direct approach of §3.

We have therefore illustrated the equivalence of the non-real eigenvalues of the
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non-self-adjoint problem and the resonance poles of the associated self-adjoint

problem for the generalised tunnelling problem (1.1).
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